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Abstract
The difficulties of doing scientific research on architecting methods, where many
soft issues play a role, are shown. The importance of creating a scientific base is
discussed.
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1

Introduction

In this chapter we look back at the research method. Where did the research
method support the search for successful architecting methods? What aspects of
the research methods can be improved?
Section 2 discusses the value of the research question. The hypothesis, the
criteria, and the evaluation are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 looks back at the
case description. The conclusion is formulated in Section 5.

2

Research Question

The explicit formulation of a research question has helped to focus the subject of
research. The research objectives and the context have been made explicit. The
intention of the research question was to limit the scope to a ’manageable’ sized
research project.
What
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Figure 1: The original research question, characterized with hard and soft factors
The human factor is quite dominantly present in the success probability of the
architecting method. Figure 1 shows the original research question, with a characterization into soft and hard factors. It is immediately clear that many soft factors
dominate in the research question. These soft factors can broaden the research
scope tremendously. A lot of effort in writing the thesis went into maintaining
focus and into balancing hard and soft factors.

3

Hypothesis, Criteria, and Evaluation

The hypothesis (Section ??) extended the research question ((Section ??) into a
statement that can be validated. The main extension is the addition of how. The
criteria (Section ??) sharpen the hypothesis by adding who. The criteria were
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very valuable in the evaluation, because they focused the evaluation discussion to
a limited set of issues. The separation of the criteria for the different stakeholders
was essential, because success is measured differently for different stakeholders.
The limitation of this research method is that the hypothesis is only made
plausible. The architecting method has been demonstrated successfully in the case
and partially in other situations. The hypothesis is not invalidated. In this type
of research, with many soft factors, invalidation experiments are difficult: is the
hypothesis invalid or did the context not fit in the soft preconditions? Repeated
invalidation efforts are needed to increase the plausibility of the method.

4

Case Description

The case description is indispensable for this type of research. It illustrates the
architecting method much more effectively than any theoretical text can do. The
case is also essential to evaluate the hypothesis. The main weakness is that only
one case is described. The soft factors are seen as context in this thesis. Soft factors
play a dominant role in practice and as shown in Section 2. More case descriptions
are needed to separate the method contribution better from the impact of the soft
factors. Unfortunately, most cases contain too much sensitive information for the
market or the competition. The research can also be extended by including more
soft factors in the case description. Describing more soft factors can be privacy
sensitive, because it describes behavior of individuals.
Courses and research projects are less competition sensitive. Describing cases
from courses and research projects will help to improve the foundation of research
methods. Of course, real industrial cases are more supportive than the more indirect
cases from research and education.

5

Conclusion

The overall research method (research question, hypothesis, criteria, case and evaluation) worked satisfactory, because it helped to articulate the objectives and to
focus the research. More case descriptions and more cases describing soft factors
will increase the value of this type of research. In Chapter ?? future research directions are discussed.
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